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Viaccess-Orca Multi-DRM Solution Achieves Cartesian’s 
Farncombe Security Shield 

 

PARIS — Sept. 15, 2023 — Viaccess-Orca (VO), a global leader providing OTT and TV 

platforms, content protection, and advanced data solutions, announced today that its multi-DRM 

solution has successfully undergone the Farncombe Security™ Audit and obtained the 

Farncombe Security™ Audit Shield Mark. This critical milestone highlights VO’s continuous 

commitment to protecting content in a world experiencing a growing number of threats on pay-

TV content. The Farncombe Security™ Audit is Cartesian’s independent specialist content 

security auditing service for video solution vendors worldwide, trusted and recommended by the 

major Hollywood studios and in line with the MovieLabs specification for Ultra HD content. 

 

“Multi-DRM license delivery workflows play a crucial role in the security of video streaming 

services,” said Lionel Tranchard, Head of Content Security at Cartesian. “By selecting Cartesian 

to review the security of their multi-DRM solution, Viaccess-Orca confirms again their constant 

commitment to continuously improve their solutions, in order to provide best-in-class content 

security.”  

 

VO’s multi-DRM solution secures content throughout every phase of the video workflow, from 

content preparation to delivery, on any screen through any network. Featuring integrated 

analytics, VO’s multi-DRM is the most cost-efficient, scalable, and rapidly deployed solution for 

video streaming and broadcast content protection. 

 

“Cartesian’s prestigious security reviews are highly trusted within the video industry,” said 

Pierre-Alexandre Bidard, EVP Products and Services at Viaccess-Orca. “Completing the 

Cartesian assessment underlines that our multi-DRM solution passes stringent industry 

standards for content protection, keeping our customers’ precious assets and revenues safe 

from new, emerging forms of video piracy.”  

 

https://www.viaccess-orca.com/drm-solutions


   
 

VO will demonstrate its multi-DRM solution at IBC2023 at stand 1.A51. To set up a meeting with 

the company, or to see a product demo, visit www.viaccess-orca.com/ibc_2023. 
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About Viaccess-Orca  
Viaccess-Orca (VO) is a leading provider of data-driven, end-to-end solutions that empower TV operators 
and service providers to deliver, secure, and monetize viewing experiences on every screen. From 
enabling AI-powered personalized TV and targeted advertising to offering robust security and anti-piracy 
services, VO is continually evolving to meet changing viewer preferences and industry needs.  
  
Deployed by over 100 customers worldwide to power advanced video services for millions of subscribers, 
VO’s cloud-native solutions allow easy integration with any ecosystem and quick time to market for new 
features and top-notch technologies.  
  
A subsidiary of the Orange Group, VO has decades of award-winning expertise in securing both video 
content and digital assets across the connected Industry 4.0.  
  
For more information, visit www.viaccess-orca.com or follow @ViaccessOrca on Twitter or LinkedIn. 
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